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Blizzard of the Blue MoonRandom House Books for Young Readers
"Jack and Annie are magically transported to mid-1800's Thebes where they are saved from a dangerous accident by
Florence Nightingale!"-Recounts the story from World War I in which two towns were leveled and almost two thousand people killed following
the collision of two warships in Halifax Harbour and a blizzard that dumped over a foot of snow in the area.
“Some said Mount Hope was founded on love, and some said it was founded on war. . . . The Keatings said Mount Hope
was founded on fish, plain and simple.” So begins New York Times bestselling author Luanne Rice’s mesmerizing novel
Blue Moon. For generations the Keating family has trawled the waters and served the catch at Lobsterville, the most
popular waterfront restaurant in town. But now the forces of nature, human and otherwise, threaten to disrupt their
lives—and the three Keating sisters are fighting to keep it together. Then the unthinkable happens—the tragedy dreaded by
every fisherman and fisherman’s wife. And when it strikes, it threatens the entire Keating clan with a crisis that will
test—and perhaps renew—their deepest passions and loyalties.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use
numbering system! Jack and Annie don't need another mummy. But that's what they get when the Magic Tree House
whisks them back to ancient Egypt. There they meet a long-dead queen who needs their help. Will Jack and Annie be
able to solve the puzzle, or will they end up as mummies themselves? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House
book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning
chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
Blizzard is based on John Rocco's childhood experience during the now infamous Blizzard of 1978, which brought fiftythree inches of snow to his town in Rhode Island. Told with a brief text and dynamic illustrations, the book opens with a
boy's excitement upon seeing the first snowflake fall outside his classroom window. It ends with the neighborhood's
immense relief upon seeing the first snowplow break through on their street. In between the boy watches his familiar
landscape transform into something alien, and readers watch him transform into a hero who puts the needs of others
first. John uses an increasing amount of white space in his playful images, which include a gatefold spread of the boy's
expedition to the store. This book about the wonder of a winter storm is as delicious as a mug of hot cocoa by the fire on
a snowy day. Praise for Super Hair-o and the Barber of Doom "With a light, humorous touch, Rocco reveals that
sometimes the Kryptonite is all in your head." --Publishers Weekly "Bold, colorful pen-and-ink illustrations burst with
power from each spread in comic-book style. This story will make a feel-good impression on budding comic
book/superhero fans." --School Library Journal Praise for Blackout "The plot line, conveyed with just a few sentences, is
simple enough, but the dramatic illustrations illuminate the story...Not all young readers will have experienced a blackout,
but this engaging snapshot could easily have them wishing for one." --Kirkus Reviews (starred review) "The colorful
pictures work beautifully with the book's design. Rocco uses comic-strip panels and a brief text to convey the atmosphere
of a lively and almost magical urban landscape. Great bedtime reading for a soft summer night." --School Library Journal
(starred review) 2012 Caldecott Honor BookNew York Times Notable BookWall Street Journal Best Book of the
YearPublisher's Weekly Best Book of the YearSchool Library Journal Best Book of the YearKirkus Reviews Best Book of
the Year -- Praise for Fu Finds the Way "Rocco's story flows smoothly and his illustrations are rich and appealing..."
--Kirkus Reviews
The #1 bestselling Magic Tree House series is ready to whisk you away through time with Jack and Annie--this time to
the snowy mountains of Nepal! The magic tree house takes Jack and Annie to Nepal with a mission to find. . . a ghost! As
frightening as that sounds, the mission is clear: find the ghost and save the world. But what does all this have to do with a
mountain, an old man, and a snow leopard? The journey is dangerous and the path uncertain, but Jack and Annie can do
this -- they're the only ones who can! Did you know that there's a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree
House: Perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures If you're looking
for Merlin Mission #36: Blizzard of the Blue Moon, it was renumbered as part of the rebrand in 2017 as Merlin Mission #8.
Jack and Annie are joined by Teddy and Kathleen as they travel to the snowy Land-Behind-the-Clouds, where they
search for the eye of the Ice Wizard and attempt to help Merlin and Morgan.
"Originally published in hardcover in the United States by Random House Children's Books, New York, in 2014"--Title page verso.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system!
Jack and Annie travel back in time to a desert in the Middle East. There they meet a Bedouin tribe and learn about the way that
they live. From camel rides and oases to ancient writings and dangerous sandstorms, here’s another Magic Tree House filled with
all the mystery, history, magic, and old-fashioned adventure that kids love to read about. Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House
#34, the title of this book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #6: Season of the Sandstorms. Did you know that there’s a
Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just
beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun
with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Japanese edition of MAGIC TREE HOUSE #36: Blizzard of the Blue Moon by Mary Pope Osborne. In Japanese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system!
Three …two…one…BLAST OFF! The Magic Tree House whisks Jack and Annie off to the moon—and the future. Their mission? To
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find the last "M" thing that will free Morgan from the spell. Can they do it before the air in their oxygen tank runs out? Will the
mysterious moon man help them? And why is Peanut the mouse acting so strange? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree
House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous
adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures
The magic tree house carries Jack and Annie to New York City in 1938 on a mission to rescue a magical unicorn from New York
City. They arrive during one of the darkest periods in the city's history--the Great Depression. Even worse, the city is in the grip of
a terrible snowstorm. Where will Jack and Annie ever find a unicorn in the city? And who are the mysterious people following
them? Includes instructions to make a snow globe.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system!
Merlin sends Jack and Annie on a mysterious mission to Paris, France, over a 100 years ago. There they must find four magicians
and give them an urgent message from Merlin himself. When Jack and Annie land in Paris, they make their way to the 1889
World’s Fair. Below the Eiffel Tower, built especially for the fair, there are thousands of exhibits from all over the world. But how
will Jack and Annie find the magicians in the crowds of people? And who are the magicians anyway? Jack and Annie are about to
find out in another adventure filled with history, magic, and amazing surprises! Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #35, the
title of this book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #7: Night of the New Magicians. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree
House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter
books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous
adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and
Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
“David Laskin deploys historical fact of the finest grain to tell the story of a monstrous blizzard that caught the settlers of the Great
Plains utterly by surprise. . . . This is a book best read with a fire roaring in the hearth and a blanket and box of tissues near at
hand.” — Erik Larson, author of The Devil in the White City “Heartbreaking. . . . This account of the 1888 blizzard reads like a
thriller.” — Entertainment Weekly The gripping true story of an epic prairie snowstorm that killed hundreds of newly arrived settlers
and cast a shadow on the promise of the American frontier. January 12, 1888, began as an unseasonably warm morning across
Nebraska, the Dakotas, and Minnesota, the weather so mild that children walked to school without coats and gloves. But that
afternoon, without warning, the atmosphere suddenly, violently changed. One moment the air was calm; the next the sky exploded
in a raging chaos of horizontal snow and hurricane-force winds. Temperatures plunged as an unprecedented cold front ripped
through the center of the continent. By the next morning, some five hundred people lay dead on the drifted prairie, many of them
children who had perished on their way home from country schools. In a few terrifying hours, the hopes of the pioneers had been
blasted by the bitter realities of their harsh environment. Recent immigrants from Germany, Norway, Denmark, and the Ukraine
learned that their free homestead was not a paradise but a hard, unforgiving place governed by natural forces they neither
understood nor controlled. With the storm as its dramatic, heartbreaking focal point, The Children's Blizzard captures this pivotal
moment in American history by tracing the stories of five families who were forever changed that day. David Laskin has produced
a masterful portrait of a tragic crucible in the settlement of the American heartland. The P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages of
insights into the book, including author interviews, recommended reading, and more.
A fifteenth-century Eat, Pray, Love, Revelations illuminates the intersecting lives of two female mystics who changed
history—Margery Kempe and Julian of Norwich. Bishop’s Lynn, England, 1413. At the age of forty, Margery Kempe has nearly died
giving birth to her fourteenth child. Fearing that another pregnancy might kill her, she makes a vow of celibacy, but she can’t trust
her husband to keep his end of the bargain. Desperate for counsel, she visits the famous anchoress Dame Julian of Norwich.
Pouring out her heart, Margery confesses that she has been haunted by visceral religious visions. Julian then offers up a
confession of her own: she has written a secret, radical book about her own visions, Revelations of Divine Love. Nearing the end
of her life and fearing Church authorities, Julian entrusts her precious book to Margery, who sets off the adventure of a lifetime to
secretly spread Julian's words. Mary Sharratt vividly brings the medieval past to life as Margery blazes her trail across Europe and
the Near East, finding her unique spiritual path and vocation. It's not in a cloistered cell like Julian, but in the full bustle of worldly
existence with all its wonders and perils.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Jack and
Annie must rescue a beautiful magical creature—the unicorn. But when they land in New York City during the Depression of the 1930s, Jack
and Annie are confused. Where will they find a unicorn in a big city? Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #36, the title of this book is
now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #8: Blizzard of the Blue Moon. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
Jack and Annie must travel back in time to New Orleans in 1915 to help a teenaged Louis Armstrong fulfill his destiny and become the "King
of Jazz."
Jack and Annie travel to a monastery in the Swiss Alps where, with the help of St. Bernard dogs and magic, they seek the second of four
special objects necessary to break the spell on the wizard Merlin's beloved penguin, Penny.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Jack and
Annie are on a mission to save Merlin from his sorrows! The brother-and-sister team travel back in the magic tree house to the period known
as the Renaissance. This time, Jack and Annie will need more than a research book and a magic wand. They'll need help from one of the
greatest minds of all time. What will they learn from Leonardo da Vinci? Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #38, the title of this book is
now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #10: Monday with a Mad Genius. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Jack and
Annie head to 18th-century Austria, where they must find and help a musician by the name of Mozart. Decked out in the craziest outfits
they’ve ever worn—including a wig for Jack and a giant hoopskirt for Annie!—the two siblings search an entire palace to no avail. Their hunt is
further hampered by the appearance of a mischievous little boy who is determined to follow them everywhere. But when the boy lets the
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animals out of the palace zoo, Jack and Annie have to use the only magic at their disposal to save themselves and the naughty little fellow.
Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #41, the title of this book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #13: Moonlight on the Magic
Flute. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for
readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A
longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun
with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
"Jack and Annie travel back in time to 1925 Nome, Alaska, where they meet Balto, the famous sled dog, and help save the town from
illness"-Additional series numbering from publisher's website.
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Jack and
Annie head back in time to Venice, Italy in the 1700s. With the help of a research book, a book of magic rhymes, and a set of mysterious
instructions from Merlin, the heroes will save the beautiful city from a flood! Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #33, the title of this
book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #5: Carnival at Candlelight. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid?
Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

On January 12, 1888, a sudden blizzard barreled across Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, and the Dakota Territory. Blinding snow and
howling wind took rural towns by surprise. Many children were stranded in one-room schoolhouses. Far from their homes on the
Midwestern prairie, would the people caught in the storm survive? To understand the impact of a disaster, you must understand its
causes. How did warm weather earlier in the day give people a false sense of safety? How did the lack of an accurate forecast
contribute to the severity of the disaster? Investigate the disaster from a cause-and-effect perspective and find out!
In the 1840s, there was a real vounteer firefighter named Mose Humphreys whose bravery was reknown throughout New York
City. Plays about him began being performed on Broadway in 1848 and over the years his strength and heroics took on largerthan-life proportions, much like those of Paul Bunyan. Mary Pope Osborne has honed down the legends about him to a brief,
dramatic, sometimes comical, but ultimately moving text of picture book length. Steve Johnson and Lou Fancher’s stunning
paintings capture this 8-foot-tall superhero rushing into burning buildings, saving babies and bankers, and wolfing down the feasts
bestowed upon him by the grateful citizens of old New York–until the one big hotel fire after which he was never seen again. The
author has included a historical note about the origins of this tall tale, and the book is dedicated to the 343 New York City
firefighters who gave their lives to save others on September 11, 2001. Mary Pope Osborne included a longer, different version of
this legend in her distinguished collection American Tall Tales.
Vanesa Campos can't wait for winter vacation. Skiing on the slopes, sipping hot cocoa... her week at Pinecloud Lodge promises to
be cozy and perfect. And maybe she can make some new friends! But when the flakes start falling, everything changes. Van
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system!
Jack and Annie are headed to a land of fierce samurai and great beauty, the capital city of Edo (now the city of Tokyo), in ancient
Japan in the 1600s. They bring only a research book to guide them and a magic wand with three special rules. Formerly numbered
as Magic Tree House #37, the title of this book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #9: Dragon of the Red Dawn. Did you
know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for
readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super
Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House
adventures
Merlin Mission Books 1-4 of the #1 New York Times bestselling Magic Tree House series! Beyond the realms of time and space
are lands that exist only in myths and legends. This is where the magic tree house is taking Jack and Annie on the mission of a
lifetime! They will visit Camelot, a haunted castle, an island lost in mist, and the Land-Behind-the-Clouds. It is one unforgettable
adventure! Recently rebranded, the first 4 Magic Tree House Merlin Mission books are the perfect gift for fans of the Magic Tree
House series. Parents, teachers, and librarians hail the chapter-book series as a tool to promote reading, as even the most
reluctant readers want to know where the magic tree house will take the brother-and-sister team next. Magic Tree House Merlin
Missions are more challenging adventures for the experienced Magic Tree House reader. Books in this Merlin Missions set
include: Christmas in Camelot (#1), Haunted Castle on Hallows Eve (#2), Summer of the Sea Serpent (#3), Winter of the Ice
Wizard (#4).
When Jack and his sister, Annie, join a group of nineteenth-century explorers aboard the H.M.S. Challenger, they learn about the
ocean, solve the mystery of its fabled sea monster, and gain compassion for their fellow creatures.
Young adventurers can travel with Jack and Annie to the deep, dark ocean to encounter the stealthiest of underwater predators:
the shark! Illustrations.
Make storytime a little spookier this fall with the #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time! Every visit to the magic tree house
leads to a time-travel adventure! Is this town HAUNTED? Jack and Annie wonder when the Magic Tree House whisks them to the
Wild West. But before they can say "Boo!" they rush headlong into an adventure filled with horse thieves, a lost colt, rattlesnakes,
and a cowboy named Slim. Will Jack and Annie have time to solve the next Tree House Riddle? The answer may depend on a
ghost! Did you know that the Magic Tree House series has two levels? MAGIC TREE HOUSE: Perfect for readers 6-9 who are just
beginning to read chapter books—includes this boxed set! MERLIN MISSIONS: More challenging adventures for experienced
readers ages 7-10 The Magic Tree House series has been a classroom favorite for over 25 years and is sure to inspire a love of
reading—and adventure—in every child who joins Jack and Annie!
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Jack and
Annie arrive on the one continent they haven’t visited before: Antarctica! What can they hope to learn about happiness in such a barren
place? Only the penguins know for sure…Jack and Annie are about to find out! Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #40, the title of this
book is now Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #12: Eve of the Emperor Penguin. Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for
every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction
companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com
On Christmas Eve, Jack and Annie's tree house transports them to King Arthur's castle at Camelot, where they undertake a quest to the
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castle of the Otherworld.
Discusses the nature, causes, and dangers of blizzards, blizzards of the past, and ways to survive them.
When a fierce blizzard suddenly kicks up on a mild winter day, a young Nebraska girl must find the courage and strength to lead others to
safety. It is 1888. Twelve-year-old Anna loves life on the Nebraska prairie where she lives with her parents and four-year-old brother in a
simple sod house. She doesn’t mind helping out with chores, especially when she is herding sheep with her beloved pony, Top Hat. On the
open prairie, Anna feels at home. But at school she feels hopelessly out of place. Arithmetic is too hard, her penmanship is abysmal, and
stuck-up Eloise Baxter always laughs at her mistakes. When an intense Nebraska blizzard traps Anna, her schoolmates, and young teacher
in the one-room schoolhouse, Anna knows they must escape before it is too late. Does she have the courage and strength to lead her school
through the whiteout to safety? Alison Hart offers young readers a dramatic story of rescue and survival featuring a plucky, determined
protagonist. An author’s note provides more information about prairie life in the late nineteenth century and about the great storm that hit
Nebraska in 1888, now known as “The School Children’s Blizzard.”
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